
VFT Face Technology PING’s experts re-engineered the face of the G425 iron by employing a metal-wood-style, variable face thickness 
(VFT) design. This greatly increases flexing for ball speed gains that launch shots higher and farther with the 
stopping power to hold greens.

Increased MOI and Compact  
Head Design

A more compact head that sets a new standard for forgiveness for an iron its size. While shorter heel-to-toe than 
the G410 model, it boasts a 3% higher MOI due to mass savings from the new face geometry that have been re-
allocated to the toe and hosel weights, which expands the perimeter weighting and greatly tightens dispersion. 

Multi Material Cavity badge Extensive finite element analysis was used to help develop a multi-material cavity badge that covers more of 
the face to damp undesirable frequencies and ensure a superb feel and pleasing sound. 

Shaft Fitting Options Stock steel shaft: PING AWT 2.0 (R, S, X).  
Stock graphite shafts: PING ALTA CB Slate AWT (SR, R, S), ALTA Distanza Black 40 
Aftermarket shaft options (no upcharge): True Temper Dynamic Gold 105 (R300, S300), True Temper Dynamic 
Gold (S300, X100), True Temper Dynamic Gold 120 (S300, X100), Project X LZ (5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5), True Temper Elevate 
95 (R, S), Nippon Pro Modus Tour 105 (S, X), KBS Tour (R, S, X). 

WHAT DOES IT DO?FEATURES

G425 MAX Available in 3 lofts,9 ,10.5 and 12. The Max head is 460CC. The 26g CG-shifting weight, which is 60% larger than in 
G410, can be secured in one of three settings -- neutral, draw or fade -- to influence forgiveness and shot shape 
for maximum performance. The average MOI increase is 14% across the three weight positions compared to 
the G410 Plus.

G425 SFT The Straight Flight Technologolgy version of the G425 is available in one loft (10.5). A fixed 23-gram tungsten 
back weight that shifts the CG closer to the heel to promote a right-to-left shot bend of approximately 25 yards 
compared to the G425 Max model. This weight is 40% larger than in G410. A lighter swingweight (D1) also helps 
influence the ball flight correction. SFT

G425 LST The LST model is designed with a 445cc head to deliver spin reductions of approximately 200 rpm compared to 
the G410 LST and 500-700 rpm versus the G425 Max. The LST employs a 17-gram CG shifter with three settings 
(Draw, Neutral, Fade) to fit the launch conditions best suited to the golfer’s swing and desired ball flight. 

8 Lobe Trajectory Tuning The shaft sleeve provides eight positions for golfers to fine tune their trajectory. Loft can be adjust +1, +1.5, -1, 
-1.5 and there is also 3 flat positions for the head.

Expanded Shaft Fitting Stock graphite shafts: PING ALTA CB 55 Slate (SR, R, S, X), ALTA Distanza 40
No-upcharge shaft options: PING Tour 65/75 (R, S, X), Mitsubishi Tensei AV Raw Orange 55 (R, S), 65 (R, S, X), 75 
(R, S, X) Aldila Rogue White 130 M.S.I. 70 (R, S, X), 80 (S, X)

FEATURES WHAT DOES IT DO?

Multi Material Construction The strength and flexability of the Maraging Steel allows for a thinner more flexible face and the mass of the 
tungsten weight on the toe expands the perimeter weighting.

Loft Options 2 XR (18), 3XR (20), 4XR (22.5).

Tungsten Toe Weight Tungsten toe and shaft weights increase MOI by 6.5%.

Facewrap Technology With the Facewrap design, a thin, high-strength maraging steel face extends into the crown and sole to provide 
increased flexing for faster ball speeds that result in greater distance and high launching shots.

Spinsistency To bring more consistent spin performance, the faces of the Hybrids are engineered with face curvature that 
modifies the roll profile, mainly low on the face where the loft decreases normalize spin and increase ball speed 
for more distance. Testing revealed greatly improved distance results, specifically low on the face, the most 
common miss-hit for Hybrids.

Expanded Shaft Fitting with 8 
Lobe Trajectory Tuning

Stock graphite shafts: PING ALTA CB 70 Slate (SR, R, S, X), ALTA Distanza Black 40 
No-upcharge shaft options: PING Tour 85 (R, S, X), Mitsubishi Tensei CK Pro Orange 80 (R, S, X), Aldila Rogue Black 
Hybrid 95 (TS, TX).

Loft Options 2 (17), 3 (19), 4 (22), 5 (26), 6 (30), 7 (34).

Facewrap Technology With the Facewrap design, a thin, high-strength maraging steel face extends into the crown and sole to provide 
increased flexing for faster ball speeds that result in greater distance and high launching shots.

Spinsistency To bring more consistent spin performance, the faces of the fairway woods are engineered with face curvature 
that modifies the roll profile, mainly low on the face where the loft decreases normalize spin and increase ball 
speed for more distance. Testing revealed greatly improved distance results, specifically low on the face, the 
most common miss-hit for fairway woods.

High MOI, easy to align A tungsten sole weight strategically positioned in each club increases the MOI in the stainless steel heads for 
added forgiveness. On the crown, a new 3-dot alignment feature provides golfers a visual cue to address the 
ball to best match their eye.

3 Models - Max, LST, SFT G425 Max loft options: 3W (14.5º), 5W (17.5º) 7W (20.5º), 9W (23.5º). 
G425 LST (Low Spin) loft option: 3W (14.5º). 
G425 SFT (Straight Flight) loft options: 3W (16º), 5W (19º), 7W (22º).

Expanded Shaft Fitting with 8 Lobe 
Trajectory Tuning

Stock graphite shafts: PING ALTA CB 65 Slate (SR, R, S, X), ALTA Distanza 40 
No-upcharge shaft options: PING Tour 65/75 (R, S, X), Mitsubishi Tensei AV Raw Orange 65 (R, S, X), 75 (R, S, X), 
Aldila Rogue White 130 M.S.I. 70 (R, S, X) 80 (S, X)
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WHAT DOES IT DO?FEATURES

Arccos Caddie Smart Grip Standard on all G425 Clubs is the Arccos Smart Grip, which is custom built with an embedded sensor to 
automatically record and analyse every shot taken during a round when paired with the Arccos Caddie app. 

G425 Iron Set Program Purchase 5 or more G425 irons and receive a free 90 trial when the consumer downloads the Arccos Caddie App. 
The consumer will also receive Smart Sensor Kit.

G425 Single Club Program Purchase any G425 Driver, Fairway wood, Hybrids/XR and Irons (5 clubs or less), download the Arcoss Caddie App 
and receive a free 90 trial. Consumer can also pay $19.99 to receive 14 piece Smart Sensor Kit.

Grip Options Arccos Caddie Smart Grip (Golf Pride Lite 360 Tour Velvet) in four sizes (Red -1/32", Aqua -1/64",  
White Std., Gold +1/32").

ARCCOS CADDIE SMART GRIP
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